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Money Can Never be Enough,  
It’s time to learn to Unlearn to RELEARN  

The older gentleman with the wine glass looks on with awe—full truth and life meaning, remembering Lord Chesterfield’s quote,  

“Whatever is worth doing at all, is worth doing well.”  

Many a man develops a fortune by doing his business thoroughly, while for this case, his Unsettled neighbour, stays poor in life because he only half does it.

His lack of ambitions, without the drive to succeed, vitality, passion, nor intelligence and wisdom are the lacking indispensable essentials for success in business.

Will he has the Chance to Unlearn to Relearn.?

The older gentleman remarked “Why Not”
There are many people who never consider what they wish in their lives. They live without this knowledge or premeditation and become a sorry stage of their own financial condition. To most salaried individual, work is simply about a job – to make do financially.

Life becomes a series of chores where every day one wakes up early, the first things in sight in their mind is watching how their monies fly away even before they get out of bed, it is very real in today's world as loan or rental interest charges will just make its roll call, even while you are sleeping. All of us want to be happy and have enough money, it is true that

“Money isn’t Everything”

but the reality is that many ideas in this world require money to materialize, they may not even guarantee a happy life, but they are a pretty good basis to learn how to build happiness on … for now.
The sad opinion is - “Happiness that Money Brings cannot last”.

“With Money, people cannot necessarily materialize everything, however without money many things cannot be accomplished.”
quote by Hongkong Chinese Tycoon.

Thanks to new developments and advances in technology, science, medical and other fields, humans can now enjoy longer life span with healthier and wealthier lives, today there are great opportunities to explore to gain enrichment in life, it is possible for an individual to re-model his lifestyle and not only survive, but thrive!

The potential of people acquiring wealth, health and well-being is practically unlimited, many people have started to enjoy life a great deal, but there are also the downside, a far wider increasing number of salaried families with a modest level of household income falling through cracks into poverty due to debts and loans.

Imagine top executives on six figure incomes in many countries still cannot resist to wealth seduction. In today’s money-worshipping society, many people use money to measure a person’s achievement but even so these yuppies living high roller lifestyle still report and claim that they spend more than they can earn.

It’s true that there are many individuals who enjoy freedom from financial worries but yet a higher majority in the community - do not. Their worries on Income uncertainty are usually associated with their mental approach and realization of their reduced state of lifestyle, the overwhelming stress felt by being
“Not having enough money”

is sometime more distressing which leads lead to serious mental and physical health problems

This shows that how every individual thinks has a huge effect on their success in life and their financial position. Many can become richer, live longer and have more choices to make than ever, but yet many has fail to choose the right choice that will make themselves happy. Likewise, the same mental approach that cause such failure also will cause these individuals to make wrong investment decision.

But learning to make a better choice is not really that difficult, what we need to know is to understand is; What we really want from life, make a decision. Focus to change the way we think about Money and Success.

Remember this quote from the Alvin Toffler, who has studied the shifts of technology and how it changes and impacts the society at large;

He quotes

"The illiterate of the future are not those who can’t read or write but those who cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn."

What clearly he meant is that we need to learn and unlearn as we continue to stay updated with what that works and those that no longer works.

Much has changed since the baby boomers days, including the path of staying ahead in today's digital age. To succeed from now, one must learn to accept the constant change to adaptation – continually unlearning old ‘rules’ and relearning new ones.

That requires continually questioning assumptions about how things has changed, unvalid old paradigms, and ‘relearning’ what is now relevant to pursue in acquiring your wealth.
This book is filled with excellent ideas and concepts of daily struggle to understand money science.

There is a lot here in this book that can help an individual move toward financial freedom through understanding money and the mindset required to become wealthy, of which means you need to know what it is that separates the wealthy from the Not-so wealthy.

What you need to know and identify with is what principles and what behaviour the rich have, and that you need to relearn.

Some of which, You have not taken action to Unlearn yet, to stay current and Get Ahead.

Accumulation of wealth with the pleasure to have comfort, luxuries, reputable status, financial influence, freedom, and popularity are what money usually can help to achieve, its provides a centralized role in our lives, at a general necessity stage level as it helps to clothe and feed us, to put a nice accommodation for stay and pay the bills.

Remember, Money may not be everything, they may not even guarantee a happy life, but they are a pretty good basis to learn how to build happiness on ... for now.

I highly recommend this book to anyone who’d like to ignore the fluff available on the Internet and take action now.

Now that being said, this book assumes you know about the basics like Cash Flow, budgeting, etc. It doesn't talk about investment mediums like stock market, bond, etc.

And the best part is that unlike many books, this book tells you not to lead a frugal life.

Just Released July 2015: Available at AMAZON KDP: Kindle

""Money " Never Enough" is live in the Kindle Store and is currently enrolled in KDP Select. It is available* for readers here.

Please enjoy: Money Never enough; Unlock the wealth Money Code Report, as follows;

Thank you

Dwayne Anderson
Unlock the Wealth Money Code

LEGAL NOTICE

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet.

This book is a common sense guide to pursuing wealth. In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their individual circumstances to act accordingly.

This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting, and finance field.
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Money Never Enough
Unlock the Money Wealth Code
This book is designed to meet the requirements of people who desire of achieving greater heights by implementing very simple and yet powerful concepts that have the potential to change your life completely.

It is not intended to be a book based on hypothetical research nor is it a philosophical treatise, but it is a book that uncovers information that will bring a lasting incentive allowing us to unleash the inner resources of strength and dynamic willpower to the fore.

In fact it is a compilation of facts presented in simple layman’s English containing information that is going to bring immense joy and success in your life.

It covers profound and dynamic truths conveyed in few potent words that kindle a renewed sense of awareness of our limitless latent inner resources waiting to burst into the open. It comprises practical expressions that have the potential to bring success, health, wealth and enduring happiness.
Introduction

One of the most difficult points to reconcile in life is the paradox that suffering exists in this world. Suffering is eminent.

Of course, what is equally important is realizing that the acquisition and possession of wealth is not a ruler that measures one’s happiness. If joy truly were to be found in materials, then all those who experience the ‘thrill’ of it by coming into contact with the object would observe the same measure of joy.

In life, men are continuously motivated by two inevitable impulses of repulsion – from sorrow and craving to seeking joy and absolute fulfillment. In the quest to embrace all happiness, he is compelled to run after the enjoyable and agreeable, while confronting the opposites, he avoids undesirable objects and disagreeable environments.

The fact is this: throughout history, all achievers conscious or subconsciously have used five principles, which are common to absolute progress in all aspects of life.

The 5 Principles to Unlocking Wealth Code

These principles are a key to unlocking amazing cache of wealth, abundance and success. They are all centered on our true innate qualities, which as a matter of fact are universal and have a spiritual basis. These principles are:

- Truth
• Righteousness
• Peace
• Love, and
• Non-violence

The practice of these virtues will enable anyone to progress in life without any doubt.

The reason is simple.

These universal principles are all attractive and needless to say, they form the cornerstones of the code of ethics. You cannot go wrong practicing the importance to moral values, codes of conduct and obeying the Law of Nature in your pursuit of Wealth.

In the coming pages, you will discover the goal of reaching financial freedom while at the same time, acquiring the perfect art of happiness through the understanding that the measure of joy is not ‘directly’ proportional to just monetary wealth.

This concise, precise and straight-to-the-point manuscript explores avenues that are most definitely going to change your life for the better.

Unlike many other books on the same subject, this manuscript delves on subject areas relevant to aspects of your personal life and growth that I can guarantee will bring back that smile on your face. It is clear, focused and above all a readable book, which you will enjoy.

*It Can Never Happen?*

While pessimism warns us of dangers lurking before our very own eyes, optimism may propel us into false security. Pessimism should only be considered initial and not a final predicament in any situation – this is the **first step** to success.

Time and again, we have been subjected to instances that are disturbing, and deep within us we ‘realize’ the potential dangers and risks surrounding us, and the ‘voice’
within adamantly rejects this threatening situation confronting us, as such because we fail to recognize this ‘voice’ within us our mental clinging to the outer world detaches us from the inner voice of ‘TRUTH’ thereby throwing us totally of the tracks as it were.

The **second step** to success and wealth is to convince yourself of the importance of self-control, self awareness and self-discipline.

We must listen to the voice within and realize the existence of the innate force or the Dynamic Willpower – the mighty power expressing through the mind, body and the intellect! Thus the second step qualifies that you develop faith in not just what you can do and achieve but most importantly developing faith in yourself (your innate, inherent and latent qualities).

**Step three** requires that through constant vigilance, employing the power of intelligence, self analysis and introspection and through careful understanding and use of these concepts, you can learn to live beyond the demands of the mind in whatever environment you find yourself – this will qualify you to implement and embrace the road to wealth.

There is no such thing as a free lunch. If you hate to put in any work/effort but love to attain success, you will have to reconsider your views.

So to achieve the latter, you have to do the former and the sensible idea is to find out what really gives us pleasure and then find out if it is possible to make money from doing it.

> “If you do not start you will not succeed.”

**Pursuing Wealth**
The statement ‘haste makes waste’ stands true even today, and more often than not, some of us tend to feel frustrated when we cannot live up to our ideals and the standards we set for ourselves all the time.

On other occasions, we may feel that had we taken the challenge that came our way that perhaps things may well have changed for the better, yet there is also the possibility that in our over anxiety to reach the goal we try too hard and burn ourselves out entirely!

**Has This Happened to You?**

The question that now remains to be asked how do we begin, how can we achieve success in life?

Well, my friend, rest assured that this book has been written to answer this question satisfactorily, eliminating confusion or anomalies whatsoever.

There are many strategies that one can employ and various means through which you can plough yourself to achieving the goal. One common thread in all of them is self-belief, self-righteousness or honesty and ethical living (in words, deeds, thoughts and actions) pertaining to your lifestyle – this is Step four.

In any business the emphasis on moral and ethical standards ranks the highest, and this should not be ignored or overlooked.

The only way to achieve equanimity, balance or equilibrium even after you become the wealthiest individual is to have your sense of realizing the true essence of life.

**Nothing in life is constant.** Life is ever changing and things that seem to have existence today may cease to exist tomorrow and this is a fact that you – and everyone else – must learn to accept.

**Step five**, when you discover something profound and beautiful, the natural tendency is to share it with others.
In the following chapters what you will discover are the true ways to achieve complete success, and this is a book that will allow you to unleash your innate qualities to the fore, thereby allowing you to reap the benefits and the rewards that thousands of people all over the world at this very second are enjoying because they have become wealthy.

Following the guide within the coming pages, and it is my sincere believe that every person has the potential to succeed in life.

“**Wealth is more than just money.**”
The Ladder to Success

It is the privilege of man to achieve all round greatness, and in reality success should be one’s habit. Man is essentially perfect, and therefore infinite are the possibilities that lie dormant in him.

In order to bring out the very best from within, a life organized and perfectly disciplined for the discovery of the potentialities that lie lurking within us, is a life well spent.

The vital point is not how many talents each one of us has, but the importance should be focused on how much of our existing talents, attributes and capabilities are we prepared to develop, exploit, explore and implement in our daily lives.

The question you must ask, is whether you are making a practical use of at least one great talent lying inherent within you? The one supreme fundamental principal is to understand that all our success entirely depends upon ourselves.

The best way to be happy is to do the things that you naturally love and enjoy doing – something that you are absolutely passionate about! Likewise the best way to succeed and become wealthy is to see to it that you achieve the things you have earnestly desired to seek in life. This will require that you implement your efforts in to activities that will allow you to measure success.

For instance the simple way to explain this is to take into consideration the following example: if you take a liking for art, painting, and drawing then the way to proceed is to seek guidance on ways to enter competitions, and ways to submit your artwork via galleries (approach galleries directly and leave work on a sale or return basis) or fine
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